Karnataka Examinations Authority
Important Instructions / guidelines to candidates
1. Before exercising any appropriate Choice for the seat allotted in the second round,
candidates are here by informed to read the definitions of each choice carefully;
understand the same and select the appropriate choice.
2. Please note that, there will not be any choices in the Second Extended Round, irrespective
of the seat allotted in the second extended round candidates have to compulsorily join the
allotted colleges, because the seats will be allotted based on rank / merit and the priority
of options entered by the candidates.
3. Further, candidates are informed to read the instructions given in the brochure regarding
eligibility to participate in the second extended round.
4. Medical / Dental seat matrix will be available shortly to KEA and allotment schedule will be
notified for the Second Extended Round on this Website. Candidates interested in Medical
/ Dental seats notified may exercise their options in this round.
5. A candidate may have option to select Medical / Engineering etc; seat in other boards like
AICTE, AIIMS, COMED‐K and KEA etc. In case such candidate wishes to confirm the seat
selected from other boards then such candidate who has also been allotted a seat through
KEA has to surrender the seat allotted by KEA before commencement of Second Extended
Round of seat allotment, failing which it may amount to blocking of seat and Government
may initiate both civil and criminal action against such candidates.
6. If a candidate decides to surrender the seat, he / she has to surrender the seat only to KEA
in writing. Merely not reporting to the selected / allotted college will not be presumed by
the candidate that he / she have surrendered the seat to KEA.
7. Please read the refund and forfeiture conditions detailed in CET‐2016 brochure carefully
given at page 93.
Sd/‐
Administrative Officer.
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